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içmek’ Hitit kült teriminin Hatti Dili ı®ı©ında yeni
bir yorumlama denemesi,” Vita, Belkıs Dinçol ve Ali
Dinçol’a Arma©an / Festschrift in Honor of Belkıs
Dinçol and Ali Dinçol (2007): 731–37; “Beiträge
zur althethitischen Geschichte (IV): Zur Lesung des
Namens “Utnapiåta” im Bo©azköy-Fragment KBo
54.2,” Nouvelles Assyriologiques Brèves et Utilitaires 2007/1 (p. 7); “KBo 49.167: Ein weiteres Fragment aus dem Textensemble CTH 728 als Duplikat
zu KUB 28.1 III 5'–21'” Nouvelles Assyriologiques
Brèves et Utilitaires 2007/1 (pp. 16–17); “The HatDr. Rukiye Akdoğan and Oğuz Soysal at work on
tian-Hittite Foundation Rituals from Ortaköy (I):
ABoT 2
Fragments to CTH 725 ‘Rituel bilingue de consécration d’un temple’” (with Aygül Süel), Anatolica 33 (2007): 1–22.
Furthermore, four articles and one on necrology have been written with publication forthcoming.
Between December 2006 and January 2007 he visited Ankara where he worked with his colleague Dr. Rukiye Akdo©an, who is a curator of the Museum of Ancient Anatolian Civilizations in
Ankara and the responsible person for the Bo©azköy section of the museum, on some unpublished
Bo©azköy-Tablets which were purchased and deposited in the museum. This group of fragments
bears the siglum “AnAr.” In 1948, the Turkish Assyriologist Kemal Balkan from Dil ve Tarih
Co©rafya Fakültesi edited sixty-five of these “AnAr” fragments in his publication Ankara Arkeoloji Müzesinde Bulunan Bo©azköy Tabletleri (ABoT). For his work he had mainly selected the
better-preserved pieces. Other “AnAr” fragments, however, remained untouched since the series
ABoT has not continued after Balkan’s only publication. The number of still unpublished “AnAr”
texts is near seven hundred, and at least the half of them are of worth to edit. Dr. Akdo©an, who
is recently preparing the copies of those fragments for the second volume of ABoT, has asked
Soysal’s contribution to comment and categorize the texts. Since she is one of the most competent
copyists of the Hittite tablets, Soysal gladly accepted her invitation. This would be a further Turkish-American cooperation in the field of the Hittitology. As part of their project, Dr. Akdo©an and
Soysal conducted in January 2007 the final work on the fragments (final collations and taking
digital pictures of the selected tablets). Soysal’s trip to Turkey and work in Ankara were made
possible by the generous financial support from the Oriental Institute.

——————————
Gil J. Stein

In 2006/2007 Gil J. Stein presented three papers. He was invited to present the paper “Political
Economy and Social Change in Models of Ancient Culture Contact” as the keynote address at the
conference “Interaction and Transformations: Studying Long Distance Exchange and Interaction
During the Bronze Age,” held on December 2, 2006, at the Carsten Niebuhr Institute of the University of Copenhagen. This conference, organized by Mogens Larsen, focused on the Old Assyrian colony period in Anatolia during the early second millennium b.c. (the Middle Bronze Age),
and aimed at integrating archaeological and textual data to develop a more holistic understanding
of this important period. In February 2007, he presented a paper titled “Guess Who’s Coming to
Dinner? Social Identity, Mixed Marriages, and Foodways in an Ancient Mesopotamian Colony”
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at the Joukowsky Institute of Archaeology, Brown University. In May 2007, he presented the
paper “The Global and the Local: Comparing the Dynamics of Interaction in Ubaid and Uruk
Mesopotamia” to the Interdisciplinary Borderlands Study Group at the University of California,
Santa Barbara.
He submitted two papers for publication as well: “A Theoretical Model for Political Economy
and Social Identity in the Old Assyrian Trading Colonies of Anatolia” to the Turkish Academy
of Sciences Journal of Archaeology TÜBA-AR; and “Local Identities and Interaction Spheres:
Modeling Regional Variation in the ‘Ubaid Horizon,’” to be published in The Ubaid and Beyond:
Exploring the Transmission of Culture in the Developed Prehistoric Societies of the Middle East,
edited by R. A. Carter and G. Philip, Proceedings of the International Conference on the Ubaid,
Durham, 20–22 April 2006 (Leiden: E. J. Brill).
Finally, Stein has been continuing with the ongoing analysis of the stratigraphy and artifacts
from his 1992–1997 excavations at the fourth-millennium b.c. town of Hacınebi in the Euphrates
valley of southeast Turkey. Hacınebi was a local Anatolian town where merchants from the Uruk
culture of southern Mesopotamia established a trading colony in about 3700 b.c.. This commercial expansion of Uruk Mesopotamia at Hacınebi and other sites in Turkey, Syria, and Iran formed
the world’s earliest known colonial network. His excavations at Hacınebi revealed the remains of
both the trading colony and its Anatolian host community, thereby allowing one to investigate
relations between the two groups, and the actual workings of this colonial system.
Oriental Institute Volunteer Irene Glasner made major progress by scanning the inked drawings of the Late Chalcolithic small finds from Hacınebi. Thanks in a large part to Irene, about 700
drawings have been scanned and are very close to completion. Working with research assistant
Dr. Belinda Monahan, Stein has been refining the ceramic typology from Hacınebi so that the ceramic data can be integrated with the analysis of site stratigraphy. Belinda has been tracking down
published comparanda of the main Uruk Mesopotamian and Local Anatolian ceramic forms. With
roughly 500 different recorded forms of rims, handles, bases of jars and bowls, and assorted miscellaneous ceramic objects, this has been a large-scale and complex task. Roughly 250,000 Late
Chalcolithic sherds have been recorded from the site. Stein expects to complete the ceramic typology and conduct a full diachronic analysis of this material over the course of the coming year. He
plans to start writing the ceramic analysis and stratigraphy volumes of the Hacınebi final report in
2007/2008.

——————————

Matthew W. Stolper
Matthew W. Stolper spent most of his research effort during the past year on the Persepolis Fortification Archive Project, described elsewhere in this Annual Report. Related publications are
two notes in a series treating scattered Achaemenid Elamite administrative in the online journal
ARTA (see http://www.achemenet.com). The first, “Fortification Texts Sold at the Auction of the
Erlenmeyer Collection,” ARTA 2006.002, coauthored with Oriental Institute Research Associate Charles E. Jones, rounds up Fortification tablets that escaped the Persepolis excavators in the
1930s and are now scattered among private collections, prefiguring the gruesome threat that now
hangs over the entire archive. The second, “The Qasr-i Abu Nasr Tablet,” ARTA 2006.003, coauthored with Jones and Persepolis Fortification Project collaborator Wouter Henkelman, presents a
similar text recovered by excavators at a nearby site, but perhaps originally taken from Persepolis.
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